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§ O. Introduction.

Recently, D. E. Blair rc G. D. Ludden [n M. Okumura ~13J and K. Yano [l~,

r13] found that a submanifold of codimension 2 in an almost Hermitian manifold or a
hypersurface of an almost contact manifold admits what we call an (f, g, u, v, ..:i)-structure.
The structure induced on the former submanifold has been studied by V-Hang Ki [4J,
=5~', [12J, M.Okumura [6J, [14~ and K. Yano [12J, [l4] and the structure induced
on the latter hypersurface has been studied by D. E. Blair [2J, S. S. Eum [8J, S.
Ishihara [lOo' U-Hang Ki [8J, G. D. Ludden [2~ and K. Yano [2J, [8J, [lOJ.

Moreover, submanifolds of codimension 2 in an even dimensional Euc1idean space have
been studied by K. Yano and one of the present authors and the main theorem related
to the (f, g, U, t', j,)-structure in ~12~ is as follows.

THEoRnl A. Let M2 n be a complete submanifold of codime1lSion 2 in a (2n+2)
dimensional_ Euclidean space £2n+2 such that (1) the scalar curvature of 1112• is constant
and (2) there are global unit normals C and D to M2. which are parallel in the normal
bundle. If jH~=Hf and fKc=---Kf hold, 'U.'here Hand K are the second fundamental
tensors of .1,[2" with respect to C and D respectively, f being the tensor field of type
(1, 1) appearing ill the (f, g, u, v, j,) -structure induced on ,\12., then 11P' is in E2.+2,
provided that ;(1- j,2) is non-zero almost every-where in M2., congruent to one of the
following submanifolds:

E2., S2., Sn(r)xS'(r), SI(r)xE2n-l (I=1,2,"',2n-1),

Sh(r) x Sh(r) x E2n-2k (k=l, 2, •.•, n-1),

where Sh(r) denotes a k-dimensional sphere of radius r(>O) imbedded naturally ill
E2,,+2.

The purpose of the present paper is to obtain the same conclusion as in Theorem A
by replacing the condition (l) or (2) assumed in Theorem A with any another condition.

§ 1. Submanifolds of codimension 2 in an even-dimensional Euclidean space.

Let £2.+2 be a (2n +2)-dimensional Euc1idean space and X the position vector starting
from the origin of E2.+2 and ending at a point of E2"'-2. The £2,,+2 being even-dimen
sional, it can be regarded as a flat Kaehlerian manifold with the numerical structure
tensor F: F2= - I, where I denotes the unit tensor and FY· FZ-·-c }". Z for arbitrary
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16 Complete submanifoIds of codimension 2 in an even-dimensional EucIidean space

vector fields Y and Z, where the dot denotes the inner product of vectors of p+2.
Let M2a be a 2n-dimensional orientable manifold covered by a system of coordinate

neighborhoods tu, .:rh} where here and in the sequel the indices h, i, j, ••• run over the
range {I, 2, •••, 2n} and the summation convention will be used with respect to these
indices.

We assume that M2" is immersed in W,,+2 by X: 1\J2n~Wn+2 and put Xi=OiX,
Oi=O/OXi. Then Xi are 2n linearly independent local vector fields tangent to X(M2n)
and Kji=XrXi are local components of the tensor representating the Riemannian metric
induced on M2" from that of E2"+2.

We assume that we can take two globally defined mutually orthogonal unit normals
e and D to X(M2n) in such a way that Xl> X2, ••• , X2", e, D give the positive
orientation of W"+2. In the sequel we identify X(M2,,) with M2" itself.

The transforms FXi by F can be expressed as linear combinations of X h , e and D,
that is, we have equations of the form

(1.1)

where fl are components of a tensor field of type (1,1) and Ui, Vi are those of I-forms
of M2", all globally defined on M2". The transforms Fe and FD of C and D by F can
be expressed as

(1.2)

(1.3) FD=-v!'X,,-;/C

respectively, where rI'=fI;Jth, V"=Vigik and ;/ is a function on M2n, because

Xi·FC=FXi·F2C=-FXi·C=-Ui,

Xi·FD=FXi·F2D=-FXi·D=-v;,

FC· D=F2C·FD= -C·FD.

Applying F to (1. 0, (1.2) and (1.3) and using F2= - I, (1. 1), O. 2) and Cl. 3),
we find (cf. [I3J)

(1.4) fl'ti=-;/vk,

fbl=+bi',

We also have, from (1.0,

{I. 5)

by virtue of FXj·FXi=XrX;=gji. We can easily see thatfji~flgti is skew-symmetric
:in lower indices j and i.
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The structure defined on W" by such a set of a tensor field f of type (1, 1), a
Riemannian metric g, two l-forms u and v and a function }, satisfying Cl.4) and (1. 5)
is called an U, g, u, v, A)·structure (cf. [13J).

We denote by {lJ the Christoffel symbols formed with gji and by V"i the operator of
covariant differentiation with respect to L\l. Then equations of Gauss are

(1. 6)

where h ji and kji are components of the second fundamental tensors with respect to
C and D respectively, and equations of Weingarten are

(1. 7) f7p=Op= -h/Xh+lP,

f7 jD=ojD= -k/Xh -lP,

where hl and kl are given respectively by h/=hjigih and kl=kjigih, and lj are
components of the third fundamental tensor, i. e., components of the connection induced
<on the normal bundle.

Now, differentiating (I. 1) covariantly and taking account of VjF=O and of equations
<of Gauss and Weingarten, we obtain (cf. [5J, [14J)

(1. 8)

(1. 9)

{1.10) f7 jVi= - kj,j/ +}.h ji-I jUi'

Similarly, we have, from Cl. 2),

(1.11)

In the sequel, we need the structure equations of the submanifold M2n, that is, the
following equations of Gauss

(1. 12)

where K kiih are covariant components of the curvature tensor of M2n, and equations
(If Codazzi and Ricci

(1. 13)

(1.14)

(1.15) V" j1i-f!;!j +hj,k/-hi,k/=O.

§ 2. The case in which f and H commute and f and K anticommute.

We suppose that f and H commute, i. e.,

(2.1) //h/-h///'=O,
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which is equivalent to

(2. 2)

that is, hjd/ is skew-symmetric. We suppose also that f and K anticommute, i. e. ,.

(2. 3)

which is equivalent to

(2.4)

that is, kjd/ is symmetric.

K. Yano and one of the present authors proved in [l2]

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X(M2n) be a submanifold of codimension 2 in a (2n+2)
dimensional Euclidean space W n+2 such that (2. 1) and (2. 3) are satisfied and the
function ;((1-;(2) is almost everywhere non-zero in lWn. Then

(2. 5)

(2. 6)

(2. 7)

k/=O,

p, ex and fJ being given respectively by

p ht.utu'
1-;(2

ex k t.fJ= t.u V
I-jl2

PROPOSITION 2.2. Under the same assumptions as in Proposition 2.1, we have

(2. 8)

Proof.

h/ktk-k/htk=O.

Differentiating the second equation of C2. 6) covariantly. we find

(Vjh/)vt+h/Vj'Ot=(Vjp)vi+PVjVj,

from which, using (1. 10),

(Vjh/)Vt+ h/(-kjs!t'+Ahjt -ljut)=(Vjp)Vj+p(-kjtH+All jj-ljU;)_

Taking the skew-symmetric part with respect to j and i and using equation (1.13) of
Codazzi, we obtain

from which, using (2. 6) and (2. 7),
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l/[3Uj -avj) -lj([3uj-avj) +(h/ki' -h/k/)ft, - P(ljui-ljUj)

= (/7 jp )Vj - (/7iP)V j- p(ljUi -ljuj),

or
(2. 9) (h/k;' -h/k/)!t,= (/7jp +alj)vj- (/7iP+ali)Vj- (3(ljUi- liU),

Transvecting (2. 9) with u i and using (2. 6) and (2. 7), we find

Ch/eau' +(3v') - putk/J!t,= _(ui/7ip+aliui)vj- [3lj(l_A,2) +p(ljui)uj,

or
(2.10)

19

On the other hand, transvecting (2.9) with Vi and using (2.6) and (2. 7), we find

[h /(j3u' -av') - pvtkj'J!tJ= (1- i-2)(/7 jp+alj) - (vi/7ip+alivj)Vj+ (J(liVi)Uj,

or
(2.11)

Thus, multiplying (2. 9) by 1- i-2 and using (2.10) and (2.11), we obtain

(1- i-2) (h/k;'-h/k/)!t,= - [ut/7tp+altut+[3ltvtJ (UjVi-UjVj).

Transvecting this with ui, we find

ut/7,p +altut+[3ltv'=O,

and consequently we have

from which, using (2.2) and (2.4)

Transvecting this with fn i and using (1. 4), we find (2.8). Thus Propositions 2. 2 is
proved.

PROPOSITIO" 2.3. Under the same assumptions as in Proposition 2.1, we have

(2.12) or

Proof·
find

Differentiating the first equation of (2. 6) covariantly and using (1. 9), we

(/7jh;')ut+h;'(-h;.ft' - i-k j,+ ljv,) = (/7 jp)u; +p(-hjtf/-Akji+ZjVi),

from which, using (1. 13), (2.6), (2. 7) and (2. 8),

(2.13)

Transvecting (2.13) with ui and vi, we find respectively
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(2.14) (1-1'Z)(P'jp-alj)=rr(y,p-al,)uj-f;(ltrt)vjJ

(2.15) (1-J.'Z){3lj= -v(A,p-al,).j+ f;(l"r)vj.

Substituting (2. 14) and (2. 15) into (2. 13). we find

(2.16) 2(1- l'Z)h/hi'.ft,=(j3lt-'+vy,p-altv)(viUj-Vj'Ui) -2p(l-l'Z)hjtfl.

from which. transvecting with ,i.

{3ltU'+vy,p-al,v=o.

Thus (2. 16) becomes

from which. transvecting with f"l. we find

h/ht(-g,,,+u.u,,+v,v,,)=phjt(-o"t+u"u'+v"v).

Therefore. using (2. 6). wh have (2. 12). This completes the proof of Proposition
2.3.

PROPOSITION 2. 4. Under the same asS1l1RPtioas as in Proposition 2. 1. we have

(2.17)

Proof.

(1- J.'Z)(k/k,i +~ji)=[a2+f;(f;+P)J(1IjUi+VjVi).

Differentiating the second equation of (2. 7) covariantly. we find

CYjkl)v,+kl(-!ej,!t.+JAjt-ll"')

=(P'j{J)1Ii+f;(-hj,R-ARji+ll0i) - (P'ja)vi-a( -!ejtR+Mji-ljui).

Taking the skew-symmetric part and using (I. 14). (2. 6) and (2. 7). we find

(2.18) 2k/ki'f,.=(P'jf;+2alj)ui-(Y,!J+2al,)uj-(P'ja-plj-2{3lj)vl

+(P'.a-pli-2f3li)oj-2{JkJrfl.

from which. transvecting ,i and v',

C2.19) (1- l%)(P'Jf;+2alJ)=Atlj+ Ho/>

C2. 20) (1- ).%)(P'ja-plj-2{1lJ)=CUj+Do/>

where, we have put

(2. 21) A=u'P',f;+2au'l" B=vYJH2arll"

C=u'P',a- (P+2{J).'I" D=vY,a-~+2{J)rIl,.

Multiplying C2. 18) by (1- J.'Z) and substitutiug C2.19), (2. 20) and (2. 21) into the

equation obtained, we find
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2(1- Xl")k/ki'lt,= [utl7ta +vtl7tfl+2avtl t- (P+2~)ltutJ(uiVj-llivi)

-2(1-}.2)~hjtf/,

from which, transvecting with ujvi and using (2. 6) and (2. 7),

21

(2. 23)

Thus (2. 22) becomes

C1-}.2)k/kt'/i,=}.[a2+~~+p)J(filivi-uivi) -C1-}.2)~i,f/.

Transvecting this with I. i , we find

(l-}.2)k/kt'( - g,.+u,u.+v,v.)

=-}.2[a2+~~+p)J(UiU.+VjVJ- (1- }.2)~hil(-0.' +u.UI+V.V'),

from which, using (2. 6) and (2. 7),

(1- ).2) (k/k,. +~hi.)=[a2+~~+p)J(Uju. +Vjv.),

which proves Proposition 2. 4.

We have from equation (1. 12) of Gauss,

from which, using (2.12),

From this and (2,17), we find

(1-}.2)Kj;=(1- }.2)(h/-P+~)hji-[a2+,a(~+P)J(UiUi+VjV;),

from which, transvecting with gii,

(2.24)

which gives the scalar curvature of Wn.

§ 3. Complete submanifolds with certain conditions

Let M2n be a submanifold of codimension 2 in a (2n+2)-dimensional Euclidean space
E2n+2 such that (2. 1) and (2. 3) are satisfied and the function }.(l- ).2) is Don-zero
almost everywhere in Wn. Then the mean curvature vector of M2n is defined to be

W=i"n(h/C+k/D),

from which, using (2. 5),
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Differentiating (3. 1) covariantly and making use of (1. 7), we find
~, : . , . :

We here assume that the submanifold M2a is complete, the scalar curvature giiKji of
W- is constant and the mean curvature vector W of M2a is parallel in the normal
bundle. Then we see from (3..2) .th;tt;A,' is constant and k,tlj=O, from which

(3.3)

because of the continuity of k,t. If 1/=0. then using Theorem A, the conclusion of
Theorem A is valid.

In ~~ which h,'=O, the ~bnlaii.ifolds M2" is congruent in W-+l to a plane wa,
which is naturally imbedded in P+l.

In fact, we have from (2.12) hjihji-,pA,', which implies hii=O if h,'=O and conse
quently P=O by the definition of: p. ,Thus, the submanifold r lies on hypersurface
W-+l of p+2.

Taking account of hji=O we can write (2.17) and (2. 24) as

(3. 4) (1-12)k/k,i=(a2+ (P)(",'1IIi+Vj'O;),

(3. 5) giiK/i=:-":'Z<a2+fP),

respectively, where a2+fP is constant because of giiKJi=const. The tensor kl is the
second fundamental tensor of M2ri 'immersed in the hypersurlace wa+l with respect to
the normal D. We now suppose that a2+fP=/=fJ and restrict ourselves to the open set
r.(c::M2") where 1-1¥o. Then, taking acoount of (2. 5) and (3. 4), we see that
k,A has at each point of W·.the:!~l11l .

with respect to a suitable orthonormal frame. Therefore we can choose in any coor
dinate neighborhood of r., since (dim'M2Jo)=2n. a field of frames {em, ea" ;.•, e(2)r)}
such that !l,"e'm=qtfm, !l,"e'oo=-qe'oo, where em and ea> are linear combinations of
",. atic1:~iOn the other hand, , we can' easily see, by using (l.9) and' (I. 10) with
hjj=lf);" thai· the distribution spaimed ~ M2x. by "" and vi' is integrable and totally
g~ in. M""r " '", '

Thus, the distribution spanned in M2n. by em apd eoo is also integrable and its
integral manifolds are totally geodesic inPr Therefore, we can easily verify the fact:
the open submanifold W·. is locally isometric to $l(r) x Sl(r) x wa-2, which is locally
Bat (d. [9J, [12J). Thus the scalar curvature gjiKji of M2n vanishes identically in M2-.
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.and hence in M2n because of the continuity of gjiKj;. Since gjiKji=O in Wn, (3. 5)
implies a 2+f92=0, which contradicts the assumption that a2+fJ2=1=O. Consequently, we
see that a2+,82=O if h/=O. Therefore we find, from (3. 4), that ku=O holds identically
in Wn. Thus, M2n is totally geodesic in the hyperplane E2n+1 and consequently is
'congruent to a plane Wn(cE2n+1cWn+2). Hence, using Theorem A we have

THEOREM 3.1. Let M2n be a complete suhmanifold of codimension 2 in a (211,+2)·
·dimensional Euclidean space Wn+2 such that the scalar curvature of M2n is constant and
the mean curvature vector of M2n is parallel in the normal bundle. If fH=Hf and fK
= - Kf hold. where H and K are the second fundamental tensors of M2n respectively
with respect to C and D, f being the tensor field of type Cl. 1) appearing in the
induced structure Cf, g. u. v,.:I) of Wn, then M2n is in Wn+2, provided that ;1(1- .:12)

is non-zero almost everywhere in M2n, congruent to one of the following suhmanifold:

Wn, $ln(r), Sn(r) xSn(r), Sl(r) xWn-l (1=1,2.••• 2n-1).

S6(r) xS6(r) x Wn-26 (k=l, 2, .•., 11,-1),

-where. S1z(r) detwtes a k·dimensional sphere of radius r C>O) imbedded naturally in Wn+2.

THEOREM 3. 2. Let M2n be a complete submanifold of codimension 2 in a (211,+2)
dimensional Euclidean space E2n+2 such that fH=Hf and there are global unit normals
C and D to M2n which are parallel in the normal bundle. where H is the second
fundamental tensor of M2n with respect to C, f is the tensor field of type (1,1)
appearing in the induced structure (f, g, u, v, ;I) of M2n• If 17x.:l=cv(X), .:I=/=const.
for any vector field X, c being twn·zero constant, then' the same conclusion as in Theorem
3. 1 is valid.

Proof·

(3.6)

Differentiating

I7j;l=cvj

{:ovariantly and taking the skew·symmetric part, we find I7jv/-I7/vj=O because c is
non·zero constant, from which using (I. 10) with lj=O,

kjd/-kid/=O.

Thus, the assumptions of Proposition 2. 1 are constructed and consequently the conclu.
sions of Proposition 2. 1 are all valid.

Substituting (2. 6), (2.7) and (3. 6) into Cl. 11), we find

(3.7) a=O, ,8=c+p

by virtue of the linearly independency of ui and vi.
From (2. 11) and (2. 14) with Ij=O, we have respectively

By continuity of .:I and the fact that ;.=/= const., we find I7jp=O, which implies p=
«:onst. and consequently ,8=const..

Denoting by p an eigenvalue of hi
h and by wh the corresponding eigenvector, we
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have klw'=(IUJ'. from which, applying k," and using (2.12),

Pkl'v}=pkl'w', pp=pZ.

that is, p=O or p~p.

Thus the second fundamental tensor k," has only two constant eigenvalues. Let m be
the multiplicity of the eigenvalue P. p being assumed to be non-zero. then m is a con
stant, and we have

(3-8) k,'=mp.

which is a constant. But the mean curvature is given by lnkl=~mp and conse

quently the mean curvature is a constant too. Since the third fundamental tenor lj
vanishes, (3- 2) implies that the mean curvature vector is parallel in the normal bundle.

On the other hand, we see from (2. 24) that the scalar curvature gJlKji of W" is.
constant by virtue of fJ=const.. p=const.. (3- 7) and (3. 8). Thus, taking account of
Theorem 3. 1. we proved Theorem 3. 2.

'nmOREM 3. 3. Let Ml" be a complete Sti/mumifold of codimemion 2 in a (2n+2)-dime
7ISional Euclidean space EZ-+Z S'tICk that fH=Hf, fK=-Kf and there are global ait
tUJT'11Uds C and D to Ml" whick are parallel in tke 1Wr11IIll h'lllltlle. where H and K
are tke second f'lllltlamental tensors of Mh respectivel, with respect to C and D. f
being tke tensor field of type Cl. 1) appearing in the indueed structure (I. g. fI. 'D. A)
of W". If tke sedional curvature K(r) with respect to tke section spanned hy fila and v"
is constant and A(I- AI) is non-:cero almost everywhere in Ml", then tke same conelruion.
as in Theorem 3- 1 is valid.

Proof. Since C and D are parallel in the normal bundle. the third fundamental
tensor lj vanishes identically. Thus we see, from (2. 11) and (2. 14), that P is a
constant. In the same way as that in the proof of Theorem 3. 2, we see that kl has
only two constant eigenvalues O. p and consequently

(3-9) kl=mp.

m being the multiplicity of the eigenvalue p.
From (1. 12). C2. 6) ;md (2. 7) the sectional curvature KCr) with respect to the

section r spanned by '" and '11' is given by

( ) K'.t.iiIaU"'oi"}"'"
~ r = CtljUl)(tl

1
"'O") fl-(rr+fJ2).

which shows that if KCr) is constant, then

(3-10) p2- (rr+fJl)=const. •

Substituting (2. 6) and (2. 7) into (I.11), we find

(3-11)
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Differentiating (3. 11) covariantly, we find

I7jC7iA=(Vja)ui+aVjUi + (l7j{J)vj+ (/3-P)C7jVi,

and, hence, using (1.9) and(I.10),

VjI7)=(Vja)u; +a(-hj,f/- Akji ) + (C7j{J)Vi +(13- p)( -kj,f/+ }.hji) ,

from which, taking the skew-symmetric part,

(3.12)

Transvecting (3. 12) with ui , we find

(3.13)

Transvecting (3. 12) with Vi, we find

(3.14)

Multiplying (3. 12) by (1- }.2) and substituting (3. 13) and (3. 14) in the equation
obtained, we find

(3.15)

from which, transvecting with ui,

or equivalently
(3.16)

Thus (3. 15) becomes

-2a}.p=utC7tfj-vtC7 ta-4aAp,

utl7tfJ-vtVta=2aAp.

from which, transvecting with fh i
,

or equivalently

(3.17)

Transvecting (3.17) with gih, we find a(I-}.2)h/=2ap(I-}.2), from which, using
(3. 9),
(3.18) a(m-2)p=O.

Thus, since m and p are constant, we have

(m-2)p=O or a=O.

We now consider three cases, that is, Case I where m=1=2, p=l=O, Case I where
m=2 and Case m: where P=O.

In any case we can prove that the scalar curvature giiK ji of M2. is constant. In fact..
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we see from (3. 18) that a=O in Case I and consequently {3=const. because of (3. 10).
Thus we see from (2. 24) that the scalar curvature giiK ii of M2" is constant in Case I •
In Case I. we have hl=2P because of (3. 9) and consequently (2. 24) becomes giiKji=
2(PLaLfJ2). Therefore giiKj;=const. because of (3.10). In Case lII. taking account
of (2. 24). (3. 9) and (3. 10), we see that giiKii= - 2(a2+ fl2) =const. Hence, the
assumptions of Theorem A are all constructed. This completes the proof of Theorem
3.3.
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